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Cardlock

A d v a n t a g e  E n e r g y  S o f t w a r e

W
HOLESALE & COMMERCIAL FUELING

Control. Freedom. Sales. Your electronic card-
controlled fueling system keeps on giving—
and giving. That means more work for you.
You need to manage card accounts, reconcile
sales figures and invoice your many customers,
whether they purchased directly from you, a
partnering retailer or another card network.
At the same time, your customers want to
fuel up and go with maximum efficiency—
and always at the best rate. 

How do you manage it all? With AES Cardlock.
Cardlock identifies the source of the fueling
and determines the business procedures that
best apply to the transaction. Say you need
to set up a target profit margin and make it
stick. Or, a customer wants a total of their
tax-exempt transactions. Never a problem
with Cardlock.  

Transform control, freedom and sales into
information, versatility and profits. For
electronic card-controlled fueling, AES
Cardlock is the only answer. 

Taking charge of
card-controlled fueling

You want to build and monitor customer
loyalty. Helping you manage it is our business. 

Cardlock isn't just about the details—it is the
details. Lock or unlock cards, manage pricing,
provide discounts and calculate taxes.
Automatically poll information from local
pumps, remote sites or major networks. You
can even update inventories and record
information for automatic billing with this
powerful module. Whatever tasks you apply,
Cardlock lets you import the results into most
AES 2000 software modules—Inventory,
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable,
General Ledger and more. Cardlock integrates
seamlessly with AES’ full line of Windows-
based automation solutions for the
petroleum industry. 

You stay informed and in control. Your
customers appreciate the flexibility you
provide them. With Cardlock, everybody wins. 

Cover all the bases—and then some

AES offers a full line of software solutions
designed specifically for the petroleum and C-
store industries. Our consulting, training,
technical support and custom programming
remain unparalleled in the industry. Call us at
(800)886-2460 for details on the AES solution. 


